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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be a Banach space over the real or complex field, and let w be the set 
of positive integers, the Banach sequence spaces are defined as follows: 
(a) c,(E) = :a / a: w - E, a = {cz,J~>~ . a,, E E, 1, a, 11 4 O;, 
(/3) l,(E) = {u 1 a: w 4 E, u -: [a,>, .1 , 1 u,~ E E, x;=, I’ a,, (8” <.I ;/j\-, 
I --.: p -.: CC, 
(Y) l,(E) = 4:~ !  a: co - E, a = {a,>,,>, , a,, E E, sup,!.-.1 I a,! i xc:. 
It is well known that these sequence spaces are Banach spaces when 
equipped with the following norms: 
(a) i a ‘I = SUPnx II a,, /I, for a 6 c,(E). 
(/I) i, u ) = (-& 11 a,, iI”)““’ for a E I,(E), 1 5: p < cc’, 
(Y) u ~ = sup,>1 I~ % 1: for a E Z,(E), 
and that they contain the classical Banach sequence spaces as closed sub- 
spaces. 
The!, also satisfy the usual inclusion relations, that is, if 1 < p, < pr .-; 8y_S, 
then II a #It2 :I: S- 11 a (jDI for all a E Z,,(E); therefore. I,,(E) C 1,&E). 
The representation of the dual spaces c,,(E)“, I,(E)*. 1 :.:: p ::g XI, is 
entirely analogous to the classical result: 
Let E be a Bunuch space, then 
(a) There exists an isometric isomorphism on c,(E)* onto /,(E*), and the 
most general continuous linear functional L E c,(E)* is ,oiven II!> 
for all u E c,(E), where f  = {fn}nal E I,(E”) and #If = ~~xl ‘ifn = L ‘. 
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(p) If 1 < p < co and (l/p) + (l/q) = 1, then there exists an isometric 
isomorphism on Z,(E)* onto Z,(E*), and the most general continuous linear 
functional L E l,(E)* is given by 
for all a E Z,(E), where f = {fn}n>l E Z,(E*) and 
OY 
llf il = 
( 1’ 
f llfn IlQ *” = IIL II , forp > 1, 
77=1 
llf II = t;y llfn II = IIL II 3 forp = 1. 
/ 
The representation theorem for ZoO(E)* is also completely analogous to the 
classical theorem. If w is the set of positive integers and 2 = 2*, let CL: Z + E* 
be a finitely additive measure with values in E*. The total variation of p is 
in 11 p /j = sup i z jl &&)il: Aj E ,Z, Ai pairwise disjoint , 
E 1 ! 
where the supremum is taken over all such finite sums. Let 
ba(w, Z, E*) = {CL: Z - E* / p is finitely additive, 11 p 11 < CO}, 
then (ba(w, Z, E*), II . 11) is a Banach space, and the representation theorem 
is as follows: 
Let E be a Banach space, then 
(y) There exists an isometric isomorphism on l,(E)* onto ba(w, Z, E*) and 
the most general continuous linear functional L E I,(E)* is given by 
for all a E l,(E), where p E ba(w, Z, E*) and 
r . . 11 p I/ = sup 12 11 p(Ai)ll: Ai E Z, pau-wrse disjoint 
I 
= II L 11 . 
The above results can be found in Dinculeanu [6] or Kothe [I I]. It is now 
an easy matter to show that the spaces I,(E), 1 < p < co, are reflexive if 
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and only if E is reflexive; while the spaces c,,(E), Z,(E), and I,(E) are never 
reflexive, since they contain, respectively, the classical spaces cg , I, , I, as 
closed subspaces. 
The following result is an immediate consequence of the uniform bounded- 
ness principle: 
Let E be a Banach space, and { jn),r>l a sequence of continuous linear junc- 
tionals, j,, E E” for n > 1, 
(4 ZfZL .f, , a,‘\ < co for eaery a E c,(E), the-n j = [ jn}n;l E 1,(E*). 
(P) Zj 1 < p < 00, (I/p) + (l/q) = 1, and ET=:=, ‘: j,l , a,,: < 0~ for 
eoery a E I,(E), then j = ( jJnal E Z,(E*). 
Many geometric properties of these spaces have been studied in some 
detail: strict convexity, uniform convexity, smoothness, uniform smoothness, 
Frechet differentiability of the norm, higher-order (Frechet) differentiability 
of the norm; see, for example, Boas [2], Day [4, 51, Kothe [II], Leonard 
and Sundaresan [13, 14, 151, and McShane [17]. The characterization of the 
extreme points of the closed unit ball in the Banach sequence spaces can be 
summarized as follows: 
Let E be a Banach space, then 
(a) Zj Z-‘+) = :a E c,(E) I II a /I = SUP,>~ 1; a,, 1, < 11, then 
Ext CrCO(E) = c . 
(is) 1. UI~(E) = la E k(E) I /I a II = Ez=, II a, i/ < 11, then 
Ext CrI,tE) = {a E I,(E) / a = (0, 0 ,..., 0, Ax, 0 ,... ), h ~ == 1, s E Ext C-,1. 
(y) Ij 1 < p < 0~1 and 
then 
Ext C&) 
=~~a~Z,(E)~~~a~~-l,anda~~~~a,~~~E~t~~~,joralln~l~itha,=0~. 
(8) If UI,(E) = {a E L(E) I II a II = sup,>, :1 a, II -G I}, then 
Ext CrI,(E) = {a E I,(E) ! II a, Ij = 1, a, E Est IrE, for all n > I). 
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where 6,: Z + W is the point measure 
S,(A) = 1, if SEA, -6l~.?Y 
= 0, if n$A, AEZ. 
I f  E is a Banach space, (T, Z, CL) a positive measure space, and 1 < p < co, 
the Lebesgue-Bochner function space L,(E, CL) is the Banach space of all 
p-measurable functions f: T + E such that ST 11 f (t)ll” dp(t) < 00, with the 
norm 11 f II = (ST /If (t)ll” dp(t))l/P (identifying functions that agree CL-a.e.). 
Sundaresan [18] characterized the extreme points of the closed unit ball of 
L,(E, p) when E is a separable conjugate space. Recently, Johnson [9] 
generalized Sundaresan’s result by characterizing the extreme points of the 
closed unit ball of L,(E, p) when E is a separable Banach space. 
2. SEQUENTIAL CONVERGENCE IN BANACH SEQUENCE SPACES 
The relationship between the various modes of sequential convergence in 
the classical Z, spaces, I < p < CO, is a very special one; due primarily to 
the fact that for p = 1, weakly convergent and norm convergent sequences 
in Ii are the same, while for 1 < p < co, the spaces Z, are uniformly convex. 
In a later section, the connection between these modes of sequential con- 
vergence will be established for I,(E) an several applications of these results d 
will be given. With this in mind, the present section is concerned mainly 
with the relationship between convergence in E and convergence in Z,(E), 
1 < p < CO. Some of the results are fairly straightforward and their proofs 
mimic the proofs of the corresponding classical theorems in Banach’s mono- 
graph [I], while others have no such classical analogue. The first result 
provides the connection between norm convergence in E and norm con- 
vergence in Z,(E), for 1 < p < CD. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let E be a Banach space and I < p < co, if {a”},Z1 is a 
sequence of elements of Z,,(E) and a E I,(E), then an +,, .,, a in Z,(E) if and 
only if: 
(i) akn -,, .,, a, in E, for all k > 1, and 
(ii) II an II - II a II, that is, (Ck II akn IlpYlp - (Ek II % Ilp)llp. 
Proof. The verification of the forward implication is straightforward once 
it is noticed that 
/I ain - a, 11 < f 11 aen - a, ,li~jl/2 o, 
( 
as n-+ 00. 
k=l 
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To prove the reverse implication, suppose that (i) and (ii) hold, and let -\\’ 
be an arbitrary positive integer, then 
and letting II ---, cc, 
But N is arbitrary, and letting N ---f co, 
that is, 11 an - a 11 ---f 0, as n + 00. Q.E.D. 
Before turning to the results on weak and weak*-sequential convergence, 
the following two lemmas are needed, Larsen [ 121: 
LEMMA 2.2. If  E is a Banach space and {x,},jl is a sequence in E and x E E, 
then x,, _jw x if and on& if 
(i) {II x, IOn is bounded; that is, there exists an M > 0 such that 
II s, /j < Mfor all n > 1, and 
(ii) f  (xn) -+ f  (x) for all f  E A *, where A * is a (norm) dense subset of E*. 
LEMMA 2.3. If  E is a Banach space and E* its dual, and {f,,},zjl is a 
sequence in E* and f  E E*, then fn j”‘* f  ; f  and only if 
0) {Ilfn lib is bounded; that is, there exists an 111 > 0 such that 
I/ fn Ij < 174, for aZZ n >, I, and 
(ii) fn(x) +-f(x), for all x E A, where d is a (norm) dense subset of E. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let E be a Banach space and I < p < 03. If  {an},>r is a 
sequence of elements of l,(E) and a E Z,(E), then an -G a in Z,(E) if and on& if 
(i) akqz -G’ a6 , for all h > 1, and 
(ii) there exists an M > 0 such that 
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Proof. To prove the forward implication, suppose an +w a in Z,(E), then 
Z,“=, (b, , akn - up) -+ 0, as n + co for every f  = {b&, E Z&E*). I f  b E E* 
is arbitrary, define f  = (0,O ,..., 0, b, 0 ,... ), where b appears in the mth 
position, then f  E Z&E*), and 
b,(amn - a,,,) = f  (b, , akn - a$ + 0, as n-t co. 
k=l 
Thus, u,,~” -+u’ a,,, in E for all m > 1. Also, since an 4’0 a in Z,(E), then 
+%2 is weakly, and hence, norm bounded. 
To prove the reverse implication, suppose (i) and (ii) hold. If  1z 3 1 and 
b E E*, define fnb = (0,O ,..., b, O,...), where b appears in the nth position, 
thenf,, E Z,(E*) with llfna II = II b II, and span{f,,: tl 3 1, b E E*} is dense in 
Z&E*). The denseness follows, since if f  = {b,},>l E Z,(E*), then 
Now, since akn +I(’ a, as rz - co for all k > 1, if N is an arbitrary positive 
integer and f  = {b,},)l E Z&E*) is arbitrary, then & (b, , akn - ak\ -+ 0 
as n + 00. But this implies that IF=:=, <bk , akn - a& -+ 0 as rz -+ co for 
every f  = {bk}k>l E span{f,, : n > 1, 6 E E*}. Therefore, Lemma 2.2 implies 
that an -+ a in Z,(E). Q.E.D. 
Note that the above theorem is stated only for 1 < p < co; if p = 1, the 
forward implication remains true, but the reverse implication is false, even 
for Z,(R). In Ii(R), consider the sequence {an},>, , where an = (0, O,..., 
0, 1, O,...), where 1 is in the nth position. It is certainly true that jj an \I = 1 
for all n > 1 and that 
a, “-1 - , if n==k 
= 0, if Iz f  k, 
so that akn = 0 as soon as n > K. Thus, akn dOasn+ coforallK > 1,so 
that (i) and (ii) of the previous theorem hold. Now suppose it were true that 
an -G a in Ii(W), for some a E Zr(R); since weak and strong sequential 
convergence are the same in Ii(R), this implies that 11 apt - a 11 -+ 0, and 
therefore, a,” - uk for all K 3 1. But this implies that a, = 0 for all k > 1, 
that is a = 0 E Ii(R), which is an obvious contradiction, since /I an I/ = 1 for 
all rr > 1 and 11 a” - a 11 + 0. 
Now the result connecting weak*-sequential convergence in E* and 
weak*-sequential convergence in Z,(E)*: 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let E be a Banach space, E* its dual, and 1 < p < co. If 
L, , L E l,(E)* for n > 1, corresponding, respectively, to f,, = (fkn}k>l , 
f  = {f,Jm E ME*), then L +w’ L in I,(E)* if and on!v if 
(i) fkpL -+w’ fk in E* for all k >, 1, and 
(ii) there exists an AI > 0 such that 
JOY all n ‘;; I. 
Proof. To prove the forward implication, suppose L,, +<,‘* L in I,(E)*, 
then L,(a) - L(a) for all a E l,,(E); hence, 
,&, ,..f;!” -- fk , a,:‘ + 0, as n+ x, for all a = {a,],.,, E I,,(E). 
Let s E E, m > I and define a”] = (0, 0 ,..., 0, x, 0 ,... ), where x is in 
the lnth position, then .a”l E 1,(E), II a”’ I] = /i s / , and f,,l’t(s) -f,>,(x) = 
xF=, ,:.fk’l -f,( , a,‘“) + 0 as n --f co. Thus, f,,,“(x) ---, f,,,(x) for all .T E E, 
that is f,,,” -+* fm in E* as n - 00, for all m 3 I. 
Also, 1 L,, ,j = (xr=‘=, // fk” ll’ol/* < M for all n. 2: I, for some :\I Y 0 since 
(L,jnl;l is a w”-convergent sequence in l,(E)*. 
To prove the reverse implication, suppose (i) and (ii) hold; if s E L: and 
71 2: 1, let an,x = (0, 0 ,..., 0, s, 0 ,... ), where .Y appears in the nth position, 
then a,.,. E Z,(E) and /I a,,, /I = II s 1~. Let d = span{a,,,.: n :G 1, x E I!)-, 
then d is norm dense in I,(E), since if c = (cJl;>, E I,,(E), then 
Let _V :; 1. then 
From (i), \~ fkrL, cfy> ----, (fk , c~, as n - co, so that $r fk” - fk , ck - 0 
as n + CO for all N 3 I. Thus, L,(a) -L(a) for every a Ed, and from 
Lemma 2.3, since II L, Ij < M for all n > 1, this implies that L,(a) - L(a) 
for every a E I,(E); that is, L, -+o* L in l,(E)*. Q.E.D. 
Recall that a Banach space E is said to be a Grothendieck space if and onI> 
if weakly convergent and weak*-convergent sequences in E* are the same. 
As an easy application of Theorems 2.4 and 2.5, one has: 
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COROLLARY 2.6. If  E is a Banach space and 1 < p < co, then l,(E) is a 
Grothendieck space if and onb if E is a Grothendieck space. 
It is well known that in the classical Banach space Z1, the unit sphere 
s = {x E I1 / 11 x 11 = x;==, / Xk 1 = 1) . 1s weakly sequentially closed; that is, I1 
has the same weakly convergent and norm convergent sequences. Here, the 
proof of this fact (Banach [I]) is modified in order to prove that the unit 
sphere in Z,(E) is weakly sequentially closed if and only if the unit sphere in E 
is weakly sequentially closed. As a corollary to this result, the relationship 
between norm convergence and weak convergence of sequences in Z,(E) is 
obtained. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let E be a Banach space, then Z,(E) has the same weakly 
convergent and norm convergent sequences if and only if E has the same weakZy 
convergent and norm convergent sequences. 
Proof. Suppose E has the same weakly convergent and norm convergent 
sequences, it is sufficient to prove that Z,(E) has the same weakly convergent 
and norm convergent null sequences. Let {u’“},~~ be a sequence of elements 
of Z,(E) such that a”l -+ll’ 0 in Z,(E), this implies, according to the remark 
after Theorem 2.4, that alin --+ 0 in E for all k > 1. By hypothesis then, 
11 aIzn II--+ 0 for all k > 1. It remains only to show that /I an 11 = Cz=, jl alin II--+ 0. 
Following Banach [l], suppose there exists an E > 0 such that 
then there exists two sequences of natural numbers, {n&, and {r,>,>l , with 
nL + co and rL + co, as k 4 co, such that 
1” n, is the smallest n such that XT=, 11 uin (I > E, 
2” rl is the smallest r such thatxIC1 11 a;1 /I > c/2, andCr=,+, 11 a;1 II <e/5, 
3” nk is the smallest integer greater than rz-, such that 
4” rL is the smallest integer greater than T,,+.~ such that 
The sequences exist by virtue of the fact that 11 ain (( -+ 0 for all i > 1, and 
lim supntr, xy=, 1) ain 11 > E > 0. 
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From the Hahn-Banach theorem, for each n > 1 and K > I, there exists 
bl;lz E E* such that 11 6,” jj = 1 and !~~‘~(a~~) = I a,.” 11. For i > 1, define 
bi E E” b! 
then I/ 6, = 1 for all i = 1, 2,..., and thus, f  = {6i}j;l E I,(E*). Since 
n” j”’ 0 in I,(E), this implies that lim,,, XL, 6,(@) = 0. By construction 
of the sequences {tl,L)l;>l and {rklP’;r , however, 
Xow, since j/ bi I/ = 1 for all i 3 1; and for r,.-r < i :.y f,, , b,(ul’k) =- 
6~~(+) _ i/ LZ:‘~ 1). it follows that 
Therefore, j XT=, b,(a~~)l ’ 9 c/10 > 0 for all k = 1, 2,...; however, this 
contradicts the fact that lim,-, x:r 6i(a:“) = 0. Thus, 
Conversely, suppose I,(E) has the same weakly convergent and norm 
convergent sequences; let x, , s E E be such that s, +lK X. Define al’ == 
(x, , 0, 0 ,..., 0 ,... ), a = (x, 0, 0 ,..., 0 ,... ), and let f  = {b,},>, E /,(I?*), then 
b,(x, - x) = x,“=, 6,(akn - uk) + 0 as n - co. Hence, U’I -+“’ a in I,(E), 
and bv hypothesis this implies that )I .rn - s jJ r= I) a” ~- a /) + 0 as n - x. 
Q.E.D. 
And the connection between norm and weak convergence of sequences 
in I,(E): 
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COROLLARY 2.8. If E is a Banach space and an, a E I,(E), then Us +,, . ,, a 
in l,(E) ;f and onZy if 
(i) url --+ a in Z,(E), and 
(ii) uliVL -,, .,, a, in E, for all h > 1. 
3. RADON-RIESZ PROPERTY 
One result, useful in many areas of analysis, is the well-known Radon-Riesz 
convergence theorem, and several authors have studied Banach spaces 
possessing this property. In particular, Klee [lo] has given a characterization 
of those Banach spaces that are isomorphic to spaces with this property. 
The classical Radon-Riesz theorem, Hewitt and Stromberg [8, p. 2331, 
states: ;f  1 < p < 00 und {x~},,~ is a sequence of points in 1, and x is a point in 
1, such that xn --+ x and I/ xn 11 -+ 11 x 11, then 11 x7” - x 11 -+ 0. 
More generally, every uniformly convex Banach space possesses this 
property, and the usual proof of this theorem for 1, relies heavily on the fact 
that for 1 < p < 00, I, is uniformly convex. In 1940, Boas [2] conjectured 
that for 1 < p < co, the spaces Z,(E) are uniformly convex if and only if E is 
uniformly convex; and in 1941, this conjecture was proven by Day [4] using 
an embedding argument. A direct proof was given by McShane [17] in 1950. 
Thus, in the case when E is a uniformly convex Banach space, a Radon- 
Riesz type theorem will hold in Z,(E) for 1 < p < 00. 
As an application of the preceding results, the next theorem shows that 
for 1 < p < co, Z,(E) has this property if and only if E has this same property. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let E be a Banach space, and 1 < p < co, then Z,(E) has 
the Radon-Riesz property if and only if E has the Radon-Riesz property. 
Proof. Suppose E has the Radon-Riesz property, that is, s, , x E E, 
X, +I0 x and 11 X, II - /I x /I implies /I “vn - x /I + 0. Let an, a E Z,(E) be such 
that an +‘m a in Z,(E) and 11 un II ---f 11 a 11; from Theorem 2.4, it follows that 
uLn +@ a, in E for all K > 1. Since E has the Radon-Riesz property, by 
Theorem 2.1, in order to prove that II an - a 11 -+ 0, it suffices to show that 
11 akn II + 11 uk 11 for all K > 1. 
Define f,, E LW, n > 1, by f,(k) = 11 akn IlP for k > 1. Since an -+” a in 
Z,(E), there exists an M > 0 such that )I akn 11 = (&I/ akn ljY)llP < M1~l’ 
for all n 3 1 and for all K > 1; that is, 0 < fn(k) < M for all n >, 1 and 
for all k > 1. Therefore, fn E [0, ilZ]U for all n 3 1, and since [0, MIW is a 
compact metric space, the sequence {fn}n>l has a convergent subsequence 
{fni}nl . Hence, there exists an f E [0, Mlw such that fni + f in [0, Mlw. 
Since convergence in the product topology is equivalent to coordinatewise 
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convergence, this means that f,,.(k) +f(k) for all k 3 1 as i + CO. Thus, 
II 42 lip -j(k) for all k 3 1 as i + co. 
Now, the norm function 11 . I/: E + Rf is weakly lower semicontinuous 
and a;li +W ak in E for all k > 1 as i - a, so that 
Suppose now that there exists a k, such that 
then there exists an E > 0 such that 
11 ak, !jp < 11 ako ~1’ + E < lim By a:; ‘I’, “, 1% (“*) 
Let N be a positive integer such that N > k, , and 
then 
k=Ntl I=1 
From (*) and (**), since N > k, , 
that is 
Therefore, 
(*“*) 
which contradicts the fact that Il.a’l /I + // a 11 as n + CD. Thus, I/ a:i // + /[ a, II 
for all k > 1 as n, + co, and sincef,,(k) -f(k) for all k > 1, it follows that 
j(k) = /I a, II)1 for all k 3 1. 
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It is easily seen that what has actually been shown is that every subsequence 
of {fn}n>l contains a subsequence that converges to f  (the same f). Therefore, 
the entire sequence (fn}+i converges to f, and hence, /I ubn I/ + 11 us 11 for 
all K > 1. 
Conversely, suppose that Z,(E) has the Radon-Riesz property, and let 
X, , x E E be such that x, +U’ x, and Ij x, II + II x 11. Define un = (x,, 0, 0 ,..., 
0 ,... ), a = (x, 0, 0 ,..., 0 ,... ), then an, a E UE), II an II = II x, II for n > 1, 
and j/ a 11 = 11 x /I. I f  L E Z,(E)*, then there exists an f = {/I,},~, E Z&E*) such 
that L(c) = xF=‘=, b,(c,) for all c = (c~}~,~ E Z,(E). Since 
W n - U) = f bk(uk'~ - uk) = b,(s, - x)-O, as n--t co, 
P=l 
then an +iL’ a in Z,(E). Also, I/ un I/ = I/ .vtl j/ + II x/l = II a II, and since Z,(E) 
has the Radon-Riesz property, then 11 x, - x /j + 0. Q.E.D. 
It should be mentioned at this point that it is not known whether or not a 
similar result holds for the Lebesgue-Bochner function spaces L,(E, CL), 
1 < p < co, even if E* has the Radon-Nikodym property (that is, even if 
the dual space L,(E, CL)* is isometrically isomorphic to L,(E*, p)). 
4. WEAK SEQUENTIAL COMPLETENESS 
As another application of the preceding results on sequential convergence, 
conditions on E that ensure the weak sequential completeness of Z,(E), for 
1 < p < co, are given: 
THEOREM 4.1. If E is a Bunuch space and 1 < p < co, then Z,(E) is 
weakly sequentially complete if and only if E is weaklIT sequentially complete. 
Proof. Suppose Z,(E) is weakly sequentially complete, and let (3~~)~~~ be 
a weakly Cauchy sequence in E, then b(xn - x,,,) - 0 as n, m -+ 00 for all 
bEE*. Define an = (xn , 0, 0 ,..., O,...) for n > 1, then an E Z,(E) and 
II u’l II = (J&II urn lIp)llY = jl X, /I. Let f = {b,),>, E Z&E*), then 
il b,(a,” - Us.“‘) = b,(a, n - alr)l) = b,(x, - xm) -+ 0, as n,m+ 03, 
so (a”},>, is a weakly Cauchy sequence in Z,(E), and by hypothesis, there exists 
an a E Z,(E) such that un +W a in Z,(E) as n+ co. Thus, ak.” +“ak in E for 
all k > 1, in particular, x, = uln +w a, in E, so E is weakly sequentially 
complete. 
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Conversely, suppose E is weakly sequentially complete, and let (~‘0~~~ be 
a weakly Cauchy sequence in 1,(E); then there exists an M > 0 such that 
11 a” Ij = (XT=‘=, I/ ukn lI~)llp < M for all n > 1, and for each K > 1, (a,“},>, 
is a weakly Cauchy sequence in E. Thus, for each K > I, there exists an 
a, E E such that a,” -G a, in E. If  N > 1 is arbitrary, andf = (b,J1al E I&E*), 
then 
Letting n + c0, ) xfz, b,(u,)i < M ilfll, and since X is arbitrary, then 
/ zrzl b,(a,)i < M llfil < co for allfE l,(E*). Therefore, a = (u~}~~~ E I,(E), 
akT1 dl(’ Us in E for all k > I, and (CT=‘=, 11 akn lIP)llp < A.1 for all n > 1; from 
Theorem 2.4, this implies that a” --tip a in Z,(E), and I,(E) is weakly sequen- 
tially complete. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.2. If E is u Bunuch space, then l,(E) is weak&! sequentia& 
complete if and onlJr if E is weakly sequentially complete. 
Proof. Suppose E is weakly sequentially complete and let -(a”),~, be a 
weakly Cauchy sequence in Z,(E), then for each k 2 1, {u~“)~~~ is a weak11 
Cauchy sequence in E. Thus, for each k 3 1, there exists an a, E E such that 
as n + o=i. Let a = ‘u J ,) t hlh,l Y  the claim is that a E Z,(E). This follows in the 
same manner as the corresponding result in the previous theorem. It remains 
only to show that u’~ +M a in I,(E). 
Let f  = {b,;)h.)l E Z,(E*); for each fixed n, c” = {bJ~~“)l~~~ E II , and 
c,.‘~ + cfz as n + co for all k >, 1, where C~ = b,(u,). It is easily seen that the 
sequence (c”},+~ is a weakly Cauchy sequence in I, , and since II is weakly 
sequentially complete, there exists an 01 = {aJk,l E 1, such that c” -+c’ (Y in II 
as II + ,s. This implies, however, that ck’l + a,: for all k 2: 1; therefore, 
DL~ ::: cp :-: b,(u,) for all k > 1. Now let 1 = (1, l,..., I,...) E 1, , then 
xFE1 lL(cI;?‘ - CJ --) 0 as n + co, that is, ET=1 (c~‘~ - ckj + 0. Therefore, 
xF=‘=, D,(u,‘~ - al,) - 0 as n -+ co, and since f  = jbk)k>l E I,(,?*) is arbitrary, 
it follows that a” +IC a in Z,(E), and l,(E) is weakly sequentially complete. 
Q.E.D. 
At the present time, it is still an open question as to when the Lebesgue- 
Bochner function spaces L,(E, CL), 1 < p < “o, are weakly sequentiall) 
complete. Partial results (for p = 1) have just recently been obtained b! 
Brooks and Dinculeanu [3]. They have shown that if p is c-finite and E is a 
reflexive Banach space, then L,(E, p) is weakly sequentially complete. 
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If E* has the Radon-Nikodym property and if E is weakly sequentially 
complete, then E is reflexive; hence L,(E, p), 1 < p < co, is reflexive and 
therefore weakly sequentially complete. 
5. COMPACTNESS 
The next result gives a criterion for compactness of a subset KC Z,(E), 
1 < p < co, and is completely analogous to the classical theorem (Ljusternik 
and Sobolev [16]). 
THEOREM 5.1. If E is a Banach space and 1 < p < co, then KC Z,(E) is 
compact if and only if 
(i) K is closed and bounded, 
(ii) given any E > 0, there exists an n,, = n,(c) (depending onZy on c) 
such that (~:,“=n+, jj a, l/p)l!p < E for all a = {a,},>, E K, whenever n 3 n, , and 
(iii) if p,: Z,(E) + E is given by pk(a) = a, for all a = (a,},,, E Z,(E), 
then p,(K) is compact for all k 2 1. 
Proof. Suppose KC Z,(E) is compact, clearly, K is closed and bounded. 
If  a1 = {akl}k)l , a2 = {ak2},>, E Z,(E), and n > I, then 
II an1 - a,” II < (il II ak1 - ak2 llp)l’l’; 
that is, 11 pn(al) - p,(az)il < !I a1 - a2 Ii, and the coordinate functions 
p,: Z,(E) -+ E are continuous, so that p,(K) is compact for all n > 1. 
To show that (ii) holds, let E > 0, and for a = {a,},al E Z,(E), let 
U(a, 42) = {b E Z,(E) I II b - a II < e/2}; then 
KC u U(a, e/2), 
aofc 
and since K is compact, there exist al, a” ,..., a” E K such that 
KC 6 Cr(ai, 42). 
i=l 
Thus, if a = {a,},bl E K, then there exist ai E K, 1 < i < N, such that 
11 a - ai /I = (xF=i 11 ak - ski (IP)llP < c/2. For each i, 1 < i < N there 
exists ni such that 
(,sl II ski llp)l”’ < 42, 
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whenever n ;:: n, . Let n, = max16i6N q, then 
for all i = l,..., :V:. 
whenever n ‘3 n, . Since a = {u~}~~, E K, there exists an Z0 . 1 :.z z’,, 5: L\- 
such that (xTzt=, 11 a,,. - uk.0 llJ’)l/p < 42, hence, 
so that 
and if II 3 n, , then (I;=,,+, /I up ii”)‘:” < (~12) t (~,‘2) = E. Therefore, 
(xFccn,, 81 ak ~jp)llfl < E for all a = (u,},~~ E K whenever n >, n, . 
Conversely, suppose (i), (ii), and (iii) hold, since K is closed and Z,,(E) is 
complete, it suffices to show that K is totally bounded. Given E A 0. there 
csists an q, = n,(~), depending only on E, such that 
whenever it -3 72, . Now, pn(K) is compact for all n ;z I. hence, totall!. 
bounded; so for each k = 1, 2 ,..., n, , there exists a,l, n,.‘,..., a;~: EP~(K) 
such that if 0,: opt there exists i, 1 -$ i < n, such that 
Now let 
~ 06 - a,i ,/ < --‘_- . 21 ‘Unl I, 
n 
then K,10 is a finite set containing n, n, ... n, elements. 
If  u =-= {u,]~~~ 5 k’. then q. up, f  or all k” >.: I, let 6 E K,,O be given b!- 
6 = (a;~, a&.~ ,..., a:::, 0, 0 ,..., 0 ,... ), where 
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Then, 
but IZ&,+l 11 uk 111) < <J//2 for all a = {a,},>, E K. Therefore, 11 a - b II < r; 
and since a E K is arbitrary and Kn, is a finite set, it follows that K is totally 
bounded. Q.E.D. 
6. WEAK SEQUENTIAL COMPACTNESS 
A subset K of a Banach space E is said to be weakly sequential4 compact 
if and only if every sequence {x,},>r in K contains a subsequence that con- 
verges weakly to a point in E. In the classical Banach spaces 2,) 1 < p < co, 
the description of the weakly sequentially compact subsets is relatively 
simple: In I1 , K is weakly sequentially compact if and only if it is strongly 
conditionally compact; since 1, , 1 < p < co, is reflexive, from the Eberlein- 
Smulian theorem, KC Z, is weakly sequentially compact if and only if it is 
bounded. 
In this section, a necessary and sufficient condition for the weak sequential 
compactness of a subset KC Z,(E), 1 < p < co, is obtained. 
THEOREM 6.1. If E is a Banach space and 1 < p < 00, then a subset 
K C l,(E) is weakly sequentially compact if and only if 
(i) K is bounded, and 
(ii) ifp,: Z,(E) - E is giwen by ~~(a) = aL for UN a = {a,},>I E I,(E), 
then p,(K) is weakly sequentially compact for all k > 1. 
Proof. Suppose K is weakly sequentially compact, then K is bounded; 
and if k, > 1, let {zc~}~>~ be a sequence in pkO(K), so that for each n > 1, 
there exists an an = {akn},>, E K such that ~~,(a”) = aFO = x, . Since K is 
weakly sequentially compact, there exists a subsequence {a”i}ial of (u~},+~ 
and a point a = {u&r E Z,(E) such that uni +W a in l,(E). From Theorem 2.4, 
&!i +W ak in E for all k >, 1, and in particular, UC; -G up0 , that is x, -+ ak 0 
in E; therefore, pB,(K) is weakly sequentially compact. 
Conversely, suppose (i) and (ii) hold, and let {u~}~>~ be a sequence of 
elements in K; since K is bounded, there exists an 118 > 0 such that 
(xr=, II fztn /lg)l/p < M for all 71 > 1. 
Since p,(K) is weakly sequentially compact, and {a;l},+r is a sequence of 
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elements in p,(K), then there exists a subsequence (a, 1 n’.L’}i>l and an element 
a, E E such that a;‘:” +1(’ a, in E. 
Since ps(K) is weakly sequentially compact, there exists a subsequence 3 
(cz~?‘}~>~ of (a~:“}i,,r and an element us E E such that a,“‘:’ +I(’ a2 in E. 
Continuing in this manner, for K > 2, since p,:(K) is weakly sequentiall! 
compact, there exists a subsequence {a$F’ji>I of {azl”-“Si31 and an element 
a,: E E such that a:‘/’ ----t’(’ a,: in E. 
Now consider the sequence of elements {a)l:i’}+r in I,(E), where a”:” -= 
II ‘!i’, 
la,. ’ . for each 1 3 1, ayLi’ A’(’ a, in E as i - r;, and it;:1 I 
Therefore, from Theorem 2.4, an:” +(I’ a in l,(E) as i + CO, where 
a = {a,:,>, ; and K is weakly sequentially compact. Q.E.D. 
7. RADON-NIKODPM PROPERTY 
Ai Banach space E is said to have the Radon-Nikodym property if and 
only if given any finite positive measure space (T, I’, CL) and any measure 
m: 2 - E such that 
(i) m < CL, and 
(ii) F%(T) = SU~{~~=~ 11 m(A,)li: A, E Z, pairwise disjoint) < 03, 
then there exists an -f: T - E such that f~ L,(E, cl) and 
for all B E Z; that is, m has a Bochner-integrable derivative with respect 
to p. 
In this section, it will be shown that for 1 -< p < CO, the Banach sequence 
spaces l,(E) have the Radon-Nikodym property if and only if E has the 
same property; thus, partially answering a question posed by Diestel. 
Note that I,(R), 1 ,< p < co, all have the Radon-Nikodym property, since 
every separable dual space has this property (Dunford and Pettis [7]). 
THEOREM 7. I. Let E be a Banach space and 1 < p < CQ, then l,(E) has 
the Radon-Nikodvm property if and only if E has the Radon-;Vikodym propert!. 
Proof. The proof is given here only for the case p = 1, and is easily 
modified to include the case 1 < p < cc. Note that since l,(E) contains 15’ 
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as a closed subspace, if Z,(E) has the stated property, then E also has this 
property. 
Conversely, suppose E has the Radon-Nikodym property, let (T, Z, CL) be 
a finite positive measure space, and let m: Z+ Z,(E) be a measure such that 
(i) m < CL, and 
(ii) H(T) < 03. 
For each A E Z, m(A) = {m,(A)},~., E Z,(E), and so 
Now for each k > 1, the mapping mk: L’ -+ E is a measure and mk < p, 
iii,(T) < co. Since E has the Radon-Nikodym property, for each k 3 1, 
there exists a mapping fk: T -+ E with fk E&(E, p) such that 
m&O = IAX 4-N 
for all A E Z. 
A natural candidate for the Radon-Nikodym derivative of m with respect 
to p is the mapping f: T -+ Ew defined by 
f(f) = {f&)>k>:1 
for all t E T. 
To show that Z,(E) has the Radon-Nikodym property, it suffices to show 
that f: T + Z,(E), ~E&(I~(E), p), and that m(A) = JA f (t) dp(t) for each 
A E z. 
For each N > 1, define P)~: T -+ Z,(E) by 
P)N(G = (fi(t),f*(t),...,fN(t), 0, O,...) 
for all t E T. It is easily seen that each IJZJ~ is p-measurable and 
jr I19)dt)~~ 44 = r; tl It fdf)ll44f) < “oT 
h 
so that yN E&(Z~(E), p) for each N > 1. Now define vN: Z--f Z,(E) by 
VN(A) = (j~fi(t) dCL(t), j~f2(t) dCL(t),..., j~fN(t) dEL(t), 0, o,...) ) 
for all d E 2 and N > 1. Then each IQ,, is a measure and it is readily seen 
that 
forallAEZandN> 1. 
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Now, the variation of each zjx is given by (Dinculeanu, [6, p. 186, 
Theorem 51) 
On the other hand, 
I” ) == sup I c /I m(An)ll: A, EL’, A, C -4, pairwise disjoint: 
!,kl I 
= iii(A). 
Therefore, CA,(A) < iii(A) for all A E 2’. A’ > 1; and so 
and, 
for all A E Z. 
In particular, xr=:=, ST llf,Jt)ll &(t) < fi(T) < a, and from the monotone 
convergence theorem, 
Thus, XT==, llfk(f)ll < CO p-a.e. on T, and without loss of generality, we can 
assume that x& IIfJt)]l < 00 for all t E T, that is f(t) = {Jk(t)}kal E 1,(E) 
for all t E T. Clearly, f  is p-measurable, since 
R&) -+ f(f>, in Z,(E), as N + co, 
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for all t E T. Also, 
llfll = jTllf(t)ll 44) = jr&h(~)ll 444 = g jTllh(t)ll 444 < a, 
so that f~&(1~(E), CL). Note also, that since 
II qw(t)ll = g1 llh@)ll G jI lIfk(O = llm P for all t E T, 
the dominated convergence theorem implies that 
Ilf - (PN ll =1; ll ftt) - (PN(t)~~ 44) = jT ,=f+, 11 h(t)11 44) 
= f j llfk(~)ll44~) + 0, 
k=N+l T  
asN-+ co. 
It remains only to show that m(A) = JAf(t) &(t) for all A E q if /I E 2 
and N > n, then 
= 1) [ jAf@) d&)]n - jA ‘?Nn@) &tt) 11 
= /I [ jAf@) &‘($ - [j, P)N@) 6@)] /’ 
n ‘1 
e s Iif - Q)N(t)lIzl(E) 4(t) I 
Therefore, [Jaf(t) d~(t)]~ = Jafk(t) &(t), for all k >, 1, and 
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for all d E Z, with f~&(1~(E), p). Thus, Z,(E) has the Radon-Nikodym 
property. Q.E.D. 
It is still an open question as to whether the above result holds for the 
Lebesgue-Bochner function spaces L,(E, p), 1 < p < co. 
Sundaresan [19], has shown that L,(E, p), 1 < p < CO, has the Radon- 
Nikodym property if and only if E has this same property. 
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